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et.al #8: Wendingen 1918 – 1931
Since March 2009 Antiquariat M + R Fricke is hosting a series of thematic presentations of out-of-print and rare documents and originals
from the fields of 20th/21st-century art, literature, photography and architecture. These presentations take place in a space directly
adjoining the exhibition spaces of the Galerie M + R Fricke. M + R Fricke will announce these presentations separately under the heading
et.al. (and others), a term familiar from antiquarian bookselling.

et.al #8

Wendingen 1918 - 1931 and other rare periodicals from Holland, America, Germany

Wendingen was founded by a small Amsterdam-based group of architects and engeneers, the„Architectura et Amicitia“ society, whose
approach was to open their doors to a broader audience like artists, arts and craftsmen and public employees. The magazine was
published monthly between 1918 – 1931 (with the exception of 1922).
Under the editorial and design leadership of H. Th. Wijdeveld, the periodical was intended as a medium for creation and not just art journalism. Individual issues were dedicated to a single subject, with writings by noted practitioners. Covers were conceived as works of art,
most being produced by some of the most brillant printers of this era. The magazine gained recognition not only through its content but
also by its striking cover designs. The distinctive square format and style of binding echoed Japanese traditions.
Being initially an important platform for Dutch expressionism, also known as the Amsterdam School, Wendingen later endorsed the New
Objectivity.

1
Wendingen. Two complete sets are available. One set with 57 issues of the deluxe edition:
Wendingen. Maandblad voor bouwen en sieren van = Architectura et Amicitia =. Redactie J. Gratama, H. van
Anrooy, C. J. Blaauw, P. H. Endt, P. J. Kramer, E. J. Kuipers, J. L. M. Lauweriks, R. N. Roland Holst.
Redacteur-Secr: H. Th. Wijdeveld. Amsterdam, Uitgevers-Maatschappij ’de Hooge Brug, 1918 – 1921, (1922
was not published) 1923-1931 (vols. I-XII) in 116 issues (all published). Each 33,7:32,9 cm. Each approx.
18 – 25 pages prof. illustrated. Original wraps., stitched with raffia, as issued. Japanese bound.
This set contains 57 deluxe issues (double issues were counted as one), in boards. The first deluxe issue
was published in 1920 (3rd. year , No. 6/7). In all 87 deluxe editions were published between 1920 and
1931 in an edition of approx. 50 copies. The following deluxe issues are included:
3. year, 1920, No. 11/12; 4. year, 1921, Nos. 1/2, 3, 6, 7/8, 9/10 ( 9/10 in bad condition, a soft cover issue is
included), No. 11 (special issue on F.L. Wright with the Lissitzky cover in attractive condition) and No.12; 5.
year, 1923, Nos. 1, 2, 5/6, 7; 6. year, 1924, Nos. 2, 6, 7, 11/12; 7. year, 1925, No. 2; 8. year, 1927, Nos. 212; 9. year, 1928, Nos. 3/4, 9, 10, 11, 12; 10. year, 1929, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5/6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11/12; 11. year,
1930, Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5 , 9, 10; 12. year, 1931, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7/8, 9, 10, 11/12. No. (11)/12, 1st year, dedicated to the painter Toorop is a numbered copy and signed by Toorop on page 2.
! 55.000,00
Martin Le Coultre. Wendingen 1918-32; Catalogue Wendingen 1918-31; Amsterdamer Expressionismus.
Darmstadt, Mathildenhöhe 1992. Edition of between 650 and 1300 copies (issues of the first year appeared
in an even smaller edition). A fine complete set of this important review which focuses mainly on modern
architecture and design and the most important organ of the „Amsterdam Expressionism“. Wendingen is one
of the principal sources of twentieth century art, design and architecture. A legendary publication, beautifully
produced by some of the most brillant printers of this era, Wendingen’s striking square format, high quality
paper printed on one side only, bold and unusual typography, and Japanese block book style binding reflect
the innovations and integrity of its contents.
In the 13 years of its appearence, the review published the international movements with special issues on
Frank Lloyd Wright (in seven issues, in this set with an additional linen-bound copy with all seven numbers),
Jos. Hoffmann, Erich Mendelsohn, Eileen Gray, Peter Alma, Lyonel Feininger, Diego Rivera (with the wonderful cover design by Vilmos Huszar), Thorn Prikker, ancient oriental art and architecture and the magnificent Lissitzky cover for Vol. IV, No. 2 which has already become a rare collector’s item and others. All 116
issues were edited and designed by H(endrik) Th(eodorus) Wijdeveld (1885-1931), a Dutch architect and
designer, trained under Cuypers and Cordonnier, and a contemporary of Finsterlin, the Tauts, Gropius and
Wright, who extended the ideas of Jan Lauweriks in a vast range of projects: The Vondelpark extension, the
two training centers, Academie Europeenne Méditerrrané (with Mendelsohn, Ozenfant, Hindemith) and
many others. Fine condition throughout, on the whole; occasional chipping (specially the first two years) and
dustiness. Some with brown stains (please contact us for exact description)
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2
Wendingen. Complete set of the normal Edition. Amsterdam, Uitgevers-Maatschappij ’de Hooge Brug,
1918 – 1921, (1922 was not published) 1923 - 1931. 33,7:32,9 cm. Original wraps., stitched with raffia, as
issued. Japanese bound. Please ask for detailed description.
! 28.000,00
3
Transition. A quarterly review. Editior: Eugene Jolas. Associate editor J.J. Sweeney. No. 26. New York
1937. 21,3:15,5 cm. 208 p. with 32 plates, 3 music sheets and 10 p. with advertisments. Original paper
cover by Marcel Duchamp.
! 450,00
Schwarz 320. Transition was one of the most important and influential of the „Little Magazines“ and featured the work of virtually every avant-garde writer of the period like James Joyce, Kafka, Beckett, Eluard,
Breton and others. Alltogether 27 issues were published (1927-1938). Cover with chipping.
4
Ring. Zeitschrift für Kuenstlerische Kultur (revue for artistic culture). Appears every two months, ed. by The
Vereinigung RING. J.L.M. Lauwerik. Ring-Verlag von Ernst Pieper, Düsseldorf. 6 numbers were published
from October 1908 through August 1909 (of which we can offer 4 numbers). All printed on rice paper.
Original wraps., stitched with black thread, as issued. Japanese bound. RING was edited under
Lauweriks during his stay in Duesseldorf where tought at the Kunstgewerbeschule under the leadership of
Peter Behrens and was substantial model for WENDINGEN. See catalogue Wendingen 1918-1931,
Mathildenhöhe 1992, p. 60. We can offer 4 numbers:
No. 1, October 1908. 30:22,4 cm. 38 pages with, 10 wood cuts by Carl Führmann, Theo Riebicke, J.
Urbach, Max Lindemann, Reinhold Gruschka. Upper right corner of cover is missing. Inside with slight
foxing. Front cover with little ink stain. Ohterwise fine copy.
! 900,00
No. 2, December 1908. 29,5:22,3 cm. 61 pages with 30 illustrations. Issue on medals, plaques, reliefs and
coins by Rudolf Bosselt. With texts by Rudolf Bosselt and Wilhelm Niemeyer. Cover slightly rubbed, inside
slight foxing. Upper right corners slightly bumped.
! 900,00
No. 3, February 1909.29,4:22,5 cm. 1 p., 39 pages with 10 Illustrations. Issue on textiles with a text by
Wilhelm Niemeyer. Cover slightly rubbed, first page with slight water stain
! 900,00
No. 5, June 1909. 29,4:22,5 cm. 38 pages with 10 mostly coloured illustrations. Issue on posters with
examples by Fr. Kaldenbach, Max Lindemann, Adolf Uzarski, Bruno Gimpel, M. Hertwig, Hans Herkendell.
Inside with slight foxing.
! 1.200,00
N5
MECANO No. 3 (Rouge). Editor J. K. Bonselt ( that is Theo van Doesburg = Ps. For Emil Marie Küpper).
(Leiden) 1922. 1 page, folded. Unfolded 32,4:51 cm/folded 16,2:12,6 cm. Printed on both sides. Black on

red on front and black on white on reverse.
! 5.000,00
Verkauf 113f. and 149 (illustr. p. 62); Motherwell-Karpel 77. The third issue of van Doesburg’s half Dada, half
Constructivist magazine (for which he adopted the pseudonym I.K. Bonset, an alter ego which oversaw his
Dada activities). Published by de Stijl (and issued both separately and as a free insert), the magaznes 5 issues (in 4 numbers) were printed in the primary de Stijl colours: blue, yellow, white and, as with this issue, red).
With slight tears. Otherwise good copy.
6
I 10. Internationale Revue. Edited by Arthur Mueller-Lehning. Editor for architecture J.J. P. Oud. Music Willem
Pijper. Film and photo L. Moholy Nagy. First year, 1927, Nos. 1 – 12. Each 29,7:21 cm, each ca. 40 pages.
Designed paper covers with author and subject listings.
! 9.000,00
Multi-disciplinary cultural periodical of art, architecture, music, photography and film ,philosophy, etc. which
was published between 1927 and 1929. All contributions appeared in the original mother-tongue. Of special
concern to the editors and contributors are topics of social concern; therefore, articles on the Russian revolution and its social philosophy appear along with articles on town planning, interior design; formal as well as
social thoughts on the fine arts and architecture, literature and cinema, etc. 12 numbers offered (complete
first year). All issues are somewhat worn and with slight water stains. In all good set.
7
Filmliga. Orgaan der Nederlandsche Fimliga. Onder Redactie van: Menno Ter Braak, Joris Ivens, L. J.
Jordaan, Henrik Scholte en Constant van Wessem. Amsterdam, Admin. J. Clausen. Amstrdam 1927 – 1936.
Year 1 – year 9 (all published, year 4 was not published). Each 31,5:24,5 cm. Each with ca. 15 pages with
num. illustrations. Original paper covers. Year 9, ed. by J. Jordan u. Henrik Scholte is bound in linen with
original covers. This last year was published under the title „Film Gids“
! 12.000,00
Richly illustrated and most informative periodical. One of the earliest journals to approach the cinema as an
art form, Filmliga contains a wealth of critical material on film directors such as Dryer, Eisenstein, Clair, Lang,
Pabst and Renoir, with due attention paid to the growing Hollywood film industry and discussions of stars
such as Robeson, Garbo, Dietrich, Crawford and even an early appreciation of Walt Disney. There is considerable attention paid to the avant-garde with articles on Richter, Man Ray, Buñuel and others. The early
issues (from 2nd year) featured photographic covers by Eli Lotar and Germaine Krull; later photomontage
covers after designs by Paul Schuitema. All issues with the usual dustiness, some with finger stains and
browning and slight foxing. No. 11 from the first year misses one perforated order page.
No. 7/8 of the 8th year misses page 199/200 which can be replaced from an attached extra issue (here missing page 223/24).
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8
De 8 en Opbouw. 14-daagsch Tijdschrift van de Ver. Architectenkern „De 8“ Amsterdam en „Opbouw“
Rotterdam, opgenommen in „Bouw en Techniek. 8th Year, No. 24, Dec. 193. 1 p., pages 226 – 235, 1 p.
with 12 illustr. Original paper covers.
! 100,00
Issue on advertising with examples by P. Alma, Stenberg, Lissitzky and others. With texts by L. StamBeese, H. Rose, D.C. van der Poel. Cover with slight foxing.
De 8 en Opbouw. Other single issues are available and can be offered on request.
9
Broom. An International Magazine of the Arts publ. by Americans in Italy. Editors Harald A. Loeb, Alfred
Kreymborg. Assoc. Ed. Giuseppe Prezzolini. (fromVol. 2, No. 3 E. Storer and others.) Vol. 1, Nos. 1 - 4
(Vol. 1, No. 2, marked inside Vol. II). Vol. 2, Nos. 1 – 4. Vol. 3, Nos. 1, 2, 4. Vol. 4, Nos. 1 – 4. Vol. 5, Nos.
1, 2, 4. Rome, New York. 1921-23. 32,7:24,1 cm and 27,8:20 cm. Each ca. 90 pages with num. illustrations and mounted plates. Original paper covers. Lot of 18 numbers (21 were published). ! 13.000,00
Broom was founded in 1921 by Harold A. Loeb, an American expatriate living in Paris. Friend and boxing
partner of Ernest Hemingway, Loeb was also scion of a wealthy banking family, which enabled him to
launch his magazine in style: Broom is one of the most elegant journals of the 1920s with a decided DadaSurrealist bent, these included Blaise Cendrars, Joesph Stella, Jacques Lipchitz, Sherwood Anderson,
Gordon Craig, Gertrude Stein, Joseph Capek, Richard Seewald, Enrico Prampolini, E. E. Cummings, Paul
Eluard, Comte de Lautréamont, Hans Arp, N. Gontcharova, Man Ray, Lajos Kassak, Paul Scheerbart,
Richard Huelsenbeck, Paul Klee, L. Moholy Nagy and many others. Remarkable are the cover designs
(several being wood cuts) which were specially commissioned from artists such as N. Gontscharova, Man
Ray, Halicka, Juan Gris, L. Marcoussis, Enrico Prampolini and others, many appearing in English for the
first time (likewise this was the first introduction many Europeans had to American artists and writers). With
Transition and The Little Review, Broom forms the triumvirate of American expatriate publishing. Our set
includes the scarce issues No. 3 (Vol. 4) and No. 4 (Vol. 5) with cover designs by El Lissitzky (see
Lissitzky-Küppers 67). Lissitzky’s cover of No. 3 (Vol. 4) , initialled „EL“ in the block is an excellent example
of the blending of the Constructivist and Bauhaus design principles; rhythmic typography within a spatial
arrangement of geometric forms. Both Lissitzky issues (as most of all in this set) are carefully restored.
Missing backs and edges are carefully replaced. No. 3 of Vol. 4 is due to water damage in poorer condition. In all a good set.
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10
Bauhaus Zeitschrift für Gestaltung. Hrsg.: Hannes Meyer. Schriftleitung: Ernst Kállai. 1st. Year, No. 4.
Dessau, Bauhaus, 1927. 42:29,5 cm. 6 unnumb. pages with num. Illustrations. Original paper wraps.
! 950,00
Contributions of this issue were put together by Hannes Meyer. Feischmann, p. 185. With horizontal fold
and slight chipping.

11
The same. 2nd year , No. 4, Dessau, Bauhaus, 1928. 29,7:21 cm. 32 pages with num. illustr. Original paper
covers.
! 850,00
Cover design by Lotte Beese. Fleischmann, p. 189. Cover slightly worn and with chipping.
12
The same. 3rd year, 1929, Nos. 1 - 4 (complete year.) and 4th year, January 1931, No. 1. Schriftleitung:
Ludwig Hilberseimer. Each 29,7:21 cm. Each 32 pages with num. illustrations. Original paper covers. All
covers designed by Joost Schmidt.
! 4.300,00
Fleischmann, p. 191; 4th year, No. 1 with 2 pages and 4 illustrations. Covers of all issues slightly worn
13
The same. 3rd year, 1929, No. 1. 29,7:21 cm. 32 pages with num. illustr. Original paper covers.
! 650,00
Front cover with some small ink spots, back worn.
14
The same. 3rd year, 1929, Numbers 2 and 3

Each ! 850,00

15
The same. 3rd year, 1929, No. 4. 29,7:21 cm. 32 pages with num. illustr. Original paper covers.
! 800,00
Fleischmann, p. 191. Front cover with vertical fold, back cover loose.
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El Lissitzky

Posters
16
Funke-Küpper (Albert J. Funke Küpper). En Nou VOORWARTS de arbeider’s krant LEZEN. Colour lithograph. 1929. 49,8:49,8 cm. Signed and dated in the plate.
! 1.200,00
Illustrated in Wendingen, 1931, No. 2, p. 10. With two tears on lower edge (2 cm). Upper edge with slight
creasings.
17
Holst, Roland N. N V HET TOONEL DIR WEILLEM ROYAARDS. Goethe’s Faust. 1918. Colour lithograph
in red and black. 114:84 cm. Signed and dated in the plate.
! 13.000,00
Dooijes/Brattinga, A History of Dutch Poster 1890-1960, 151. Edges with slight craesings, slightly browned
and with slight chipping.
N. Gontscharova

L. Marcoussis
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18
Wijdeveld, H.Th. Kunst aan het Volk. Internationale Theater-Tentoonstelling in het Stedelijk Museum Te
Amsterdam 21 Jan – 26 Feb. Lino cut. No date (ca. 1923) 135:55/139:58,5 cm. Monogrammed in the plate.
! 13.000,00
Illustrated in Wendingen, 1923, 5th year, No. 2, p. 15. The poster is mounted.

Terms and conditions of sale
All offers are subject to further information. All items are in good antiquarian condition, unless otherwise
stated. All prices are stated in ! (Euros) and are subject to change without notice. Shipping, postage and
insurance are extra. All purchases will be sent by parcel post unless method of shipment is specified when
ordering. All items may be returned, if returned within 8 days in the same condition as sent, and if packed,
shipped and insured as received. Overseas clients must remit in Euros and cover all bank charges so no
amount will be deducted from the total.
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